
Our company is hiring for a market segment manager. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for market segment manager

Drive identification of new business opportunities in the responsible market
segment and develop plans to pursue new business
Develop and implement of industry-specific and product position strategies
for the assigned industry segments including positioning against competitive
products and value proposition
Collaborate with global marketing colleagues to launch products in North
America
Provide growth opportunities by identifying and quantifying new markets and
applications within the Food, Packaging & Textile segments
Grow sales at assigned house accounts and established OEM”s develop new
OEM sales by calling on design, engineering, manufacturing and purchasing
at theses accounts
Price – Analyze competitive offering and provide guidance on value-in-use
pricing and pricing position
Lead non-acute segment activities for division that deliver high value product
and service offerings to expand HMD’s reach beyond acute-care and
reference laboratories
Supporting Segment Research projects both in the US and Internationally
Keys to success in this role include exceptional analytics, statistics, judgment,
and communication skills
Work closely with other associates/departments to ensure alignment on
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Qualifications for market segment manager

Ability to work in a cross-cultural team and willingness to travel (up to 25%)
5+ years of experience in managing a team, marketing, tactical marketing,
operations, sales or some combination thereof in RNAi, lentivirus and gene
editing
Demonstrated leadership and ability to motivate subordinates to achieve
assigned goals
Strong knowledge of and experience (7+ years) in the automotive industry
with direct experience in ADAS including of these areas, autonomous or
automated driving, sensor and data fusion algorithms, embedded camera
systems, vision processing, and system level verification and validation
Strategy development experience (both on methodology level, and on
practical project level)
Service mentality and willingness to work in a team setup


